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David Wilkinson’s Deadly Quarrels (1980) rep‐

own studies up to that point, such as Frank

resents a full-length examination of an earlier

Denton, William Horvath, and George Modelski,

work by Lewis Fry Richardson, titled Statistics of

among others. Wilkinson generally provides a

Deadly Quarrels (1960).[1] Richardson had conduc‐

rich, even-handed treatment of these scholars’ al‐

ted and published an in-depth statistical study of

ternative interpretations throughout the volume,

factors that potentially contribute to the causa‐

usually by way of comparison. Although, he takes

tions of war and the conditions of peace. Many

issue with several aspects of J. David Singer’s and

subsequent scholars incorporated his factor ana‐

Melvin Small’s works. Wilkinson registers dis‐

lysis into their studies. However, Wilkinson be‐

agreement specifically with their decision to omit

lieved the more creative parts of the work had

civil wars and to not publish their coding and,

been neglected, such as Richardson’s coding,

more generally, their theoretical imagination. His

counting, and distribution models. Wilkinson’s de‐

critiques call into question the two scholars’ judg‐

sire to see the political science field more fully em‐

ment calls regarding the data and, perhaps, their

brace these aspects of the work provided the im‐

more conservative approach. It is worth noting

petus behind his Deadly Quarrels. In short, Deadly

that Singer and Small offered one of three war list

Quarrels offers an assessment of what Richard‐

data sets at the time, the other two coming from

son’s Statistics of Deadly Quarrels was intended to

Richardson and Wright.

do, what it did, what others have done with it, and
what is potentially left to be examined.

Wilkinson starts the volume with some wel‐
come insights into Richardson’s background and

Deadly Quarrels affords a broad perspective of

motive for publishing his original study. Often a

the significant scholarly works on the causations

scholar’s previous experience and disposition are

of war and conditions of peace up to 1980. The field

absent from the discussions, despite the many sub‐

was relatively young up to that point in time. In

jective choices made in studies of this breadth and

fact, Wilkinson credits Richardson and Quincy

depth. That is not the case here; Wilkinson in‐

Wright, author of A Study of War (1965), as the two

cludes a good brief description of Richardson’s reli‐

pioneers responsible for initiating studies into the

gious background and strong statistical expertise

causes of war a mere twenty years earlier. Wilkin‐

in other fields, especially in meteorology. The de‐

son also incorporates at least a dozen significant

scription helps scholars to gauge whether Richard‐

scholars who leveraged Richardson’s data in their

son’s choices are being driven by the quality and
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limitations of the data or personal persuasion.

conditions of peace are most likely reached with

That determination may help scholars decide what

“a realist/conservative peace strategy of pacifying,

aspects of the datasets they deem worthy of fur‐

or to a utopian/radical strategy of liquidating, the

ther examination or reinterpretation. For ex‐

great powers” (p. 70). From here, the work moves

ample, Wilkinson characterizes Richardson’s de‐

from examining the factors affecting the causes of

cision to not pursue religion factors further as a

war to seeking means to impose conditions of

“conservative” decision (p. 89). Given that the data

peace. The volume subsequently turns its focus to‐

covers over three hundred wars, 780 belligerent

ward schemes that might effectively achieve this

pairs, and dozens of factors over a 130-year period,

pacification. Theories of prosperity, religion, lan‐

scholars may feel similarly about other factors

guage, modernization, and cultural similarities

based on the short biography in the beginning.

and their relationship to war are considered in
light of these schemes. While not discounting any

The chapters form an intuitive reevaluation of

of the other factors, Wilkinson settles on prosper‐

Richardson’s original study. The first chapter

ity and homogenization as the two significant

briefly, and compactly, covers Richardson’s pur‐

factors leading to pacification and conditions of

pose and assumptions. Wilkinson clearly ex‐

peace.

pounds on Richardson’s terms and explains his
methodology in the second chapter. Although ana‐

The logic Wilkinson uses to arrive at this con‐

lysts will appreciate the detail in this chapter, only

clusion and this strategy is satisfying with a few

a basic grasp is necessary to understand the con‐

exceptions. Richardson assumed that given a large

cepts discussed in later chapters. The next eight

sample size he could overcome mistakes in factor

chapters examine sets of factors with associated

categorization of any individual war. He did not

discussions of Richardson’s original analysis,

consider that he may make the same categoriza‐

Wilkinson’s assessments and interpretations, oth‐

tion mistake across all wars, leading to systemic

er scholars’ interpretations, and potential areas of

errors. Whether or not this occurred, and those er‐

future study. A discussion of Richardson’s strengths

rors exist, is left to the discretion of the reader. A

and weaknesses rounds out the chapters with an

second concern emerged from the occasional

emphasis on his degree of success in achieving his

tendency to use numbers as opposed to percent‐

Jominian aims. The conclusion contains little

ages over time. For example, when considering the

more than the chapters’ factor assessment sum‐

increasing or decreasing “warlikeness” of nations,

maries. The following nine appendices are half the

Wilkinson compares five million deaths from 1820

size of the book and are chock-full of data and fur‐

to 1884 to forty-two million deaths from 1885 to

ther analysis. Richardson’s full war list, the factor

1949, that is, the deaths for two separate sixty-four-

coding definitions, the raw war coding data, and

year periods (p. 26). However, the population was

the 780 belligerent pairing list may be found there.

not the same and not constant for either of these

Discussions of the Wright and Singer and Small

periods. The use of percentages may be more ap‐

war lists may be found there as well.

propriate here, but even percentages may be inad‐
equate given the variations in population growth

At first, it appears Deadly Quarrels only evalu‐

rates over such a duration. Finally, and curiously,

ates factors with an admirable attention to an ex‐

Richardson and Wilkinson excluded the contribu‐

tended historiography, but Wilkinson does develop

tion of private manufacturers and arms traders

an argument based on Richardson’s factors.

from the list of potential economic causes. While

Halfway through the volume, the argument begins

reconsideration of these factors may not change

to congeal with the “participation of named na‐

the main finding or the subsequent factor analysis,

tions” factor. Wilkinson reaches the finding that

they should have been given greater examination.
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That said, any such shortcomings would further
the purpose of Wilkinson’s volume—to spur fur‐
ther research and assimilation in the field!
The value of Deadly Quarrels today lies in the
logic leading to Wilkinson’s strategy for maintain‐
ing the conditions for peace. Wilkinson evaluated
dozens of factors using quantitative data to identi‐
fy the participation of the nations in war as the
pivotal factor. The reasoning and choices he made
to arrive at this determination is worth consider‐
ing, even today. Also of value may be the consider‐
ation of his reasoning to discard other factors and
alternative conclusions of other scholars. Wilkin‐
son presented his work as an early effort to scien‐
tifically derive a promising direction for peace
from qualitative data, but after forty years it re‐
mains valid. His ideas of pacification, prosperity,
and homogenization can be seen and are valued
in the world today.
Wilkinson wrote this volume for the political
science community, specifically peace studies
scholars. While the work itself has been overtaken
by further developments in the field, the slim
volume would be a good introduction into the sub‐
ject’s multifaceted considerations. It should be
noted that the volume altogether is over two hun‐
dred pages, but the appendices provide all of
Richardson’s raw data beginning on page 122. The
raw data offers a ready-made project for students
to analyze for themselves. A wider audience would
receive edification from the work as well with a
basic familiarity of statistics. In either case, Deadly
Quarrels most likely will be used as a survey from
which to delve deeper into particular factors of
study or relationships.
Note
[1]. The book under review is part of the Uni‐
versity of California Press’s Voices Revived series,
and is a re-issue of the 1980 work.
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